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WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1948

and Egg Man
DELEGATE GIVES
BIG H O l G O M I i 'Butter
To Close Tonight
mGHLIGHIS OF
E
, 251028
Sleltsoa Game, Banquet,
Dance at Dubsdread
to Head Functions

nail section of the crowd that
with Ohio Wesleyan. E d s boys ;

^30 Students A r e Cast in
:«Stage Door» Production
Rehearsals have begun for the
first production scheduled for the
Annie Russell Theater.
"StageDoor", written by Edna Ferber and
George Kaufman and starring
Susan
Douglas, noted
young
Broadway star, will open November 30 and run through Dec. 4.
Directed by Howard Bailey, the
play was a well-known Broadway
hit and during its run featured
many well-known stage and screen
stars.
The Rollins production will include' a cast of 30 students: Lee
Gibson, Betty Pottinger, Gerry
Honaker, Ranny Walker, Josette
Stanchiu, Dick Hill, Derek DunnRankin, Susan Tate, Meg Smith,
Carol Gradsky, Virginia Harr, Jinx
Sheketoff, Jean Cartwright, Mary
Delano, Elinore Bellen, Virginia
Estes, Margy Mountcastle, Cynthia
Crawford, Bill Barker, Cameron
McCardell, Fred Taylor, Nan Van
Zile, Carolyn Alfred, Jean Bacchus,
Beverly Cotter, Penny Drinkwater,
Penny Crane,
Chap McDonnell,
Ken Fenderson, Bob Boyle and Sidney Lanier.

Plans for the biggest homecoming weekend in the history of Rollins College, November 25 to 28,
were announced Monday by Miss
.\urora McKay, alumni secretary.
Highlighting the weekend will
be the Rollins-Stetson game Friday, November 26, at 8 p.m., in
Greater Orlando Stadium, preceded by the alumni reunion and buffet
dinner at the Hotel Dwellere. Following the dinner will be a motorcade through the city.
Bands from Rollins and Stetson
will be on hand for the game and
preceding parade.
During the
half, prizes will be awarded to
winning student floats participating in the parade, the student court
of beauty will be presented, and
the Homecoming Queen will be
crowned.
Other events scheduled for the
visiting alumni include a formal
dance Saturday night at Dubsdread Country Club, special Chapel
Service, student titlist exhibition
tennis matches, and water-skiing
champion exhibitions.

RAGE eELAIIONS
GOMMITIEE IS
O V E IN THE GUY Knowles

Chapel

The purpose of the Race Relations Committee is to help create
better understanding between all
the races through education and
Twenty-two students were redirect contact with the problems
cently *lded to the list of Chapel
of other races.
readers at Knowles Memorial
This year we are working with
Chapel, Dean Theodore S. Darrah
the Colored Day Nursery, and the
announced Saturday, November 6.
County Home. In conjunction with
Students participating in the
the Winter Park Race Relations
Sunday morning services are: VirCommittee we are also working on
ginia Cheney, Lee Gibson, and
the Negro Youth Center BenefiJ; to
Cecil Van Hoose, Mary Lee Ayhelp establish a Negro Youth Cencrigg, Virginia Estes, June Nelter in Winter Park.
son, Henry Gooch, Scotty WitherEach year the committee gives
ell, Janet Hetzel and Charles Daw$100.00 to the Hungerford School
Others: Mary Bailey, Margaret
and $75.00 to the Hannibal Square
Bell, Elinore Bellen, James BartLibrary.
lett, Eleanor Cain, Beverly Cotter,
Betty Garrett, Anne Garretson
The sets for tbe play will be department under the direction of
Pearl Jordon,
Milton Schwartz,
constructed by the Theater Arts Wilbur Dorsett.
Martha McDonald, and Joyce Yoe-

Readers Named

Many R O T C Students
To be Deferred From Drart
The President of the United
States has determined quotas for
draft deferment which will retain
in the colleges all students in the
advanced R.O.T.C. courses and a
large proportion of those in the
Basic courses. Dr. James Creese,
president of Drexel Institute of
Technology, recently advised all
students of draft age to "sit tight".
He urged freshmen and sophomores who are required to take
two years of R.O.T.C. training to
signify a willingness to take two
extra years and to complete the
college and military courses for
the degree and the reserve commission.
"First, let me remind you that
the law contemplates the reservation of technically trained men and
of some men in training for necessary employments in industry if
war should come again. The National Security Resources Board is
directed to forecast the industrial

requirements which are also military requirements."
"This time, I hope we will have
learned our lesson, and not impose
upon the individual student the unhappy task of deciding whether his
services will be best in uniform or
in industry."
"Second, if war should come, our
national problem of training in
the selection and training of officers would be very different from
that of the early '40's. It is clear
that the plan of the government is
to keep the training of officers coordinated with the normal processes of education. If, as before, we
were to need 750,000 officers, we
know that the Reserve lists could
furnish some 500,000 trained and
experienced young officers. The
other 250,000 Officers can be provided most efficiently by selecting
them from among college students
who have had training in the R.O.T.C."

Enrique Buse Writes of Experience
In South American Tournaments
Enrique Buse. former number
one man on the RoUins tennis
team, wrote a letter to Jose de
Uresti the other day. It seems
that Enrique is having himself
quite a time down in South America. First things first—he played
in the Peruvian Nationals, winning the men's singles, men's doubles, in which he teamed with his
brother, and also the mixed doubles. In the South American tournament which was played in La
i Paz, Bolivia (9,000 feet in the

\
f

ozone), Enrique was number one
on the victorious Peruvian team.
He is now playing in Buenos
.\ires and writes that it is most
enjoyable there, and wishes to be
remembered to all his Rollins
friends. Some of you will remember t h a t Enrique never lost an
intercollegiate match while on the
Rollins team. I'm sure we all
hope he continues on successfully
with his tennis career.
Patronize Sandspur Advertisers.

Tryouts for readers were held
last month. Four students are
chosen each week to give the Old
and New Testament lessons, re.^ponsive readings, and invocation
at Sunday morning service.

LOCAL
Leesburg, Florida reported a
heavy Negro vote. It was appai ently stimulated by a motorized
parade of 250 members of the Ku
lux Klan on election night.
Orlando and vicinity is looking
forward to another bumper crop ot
inter visitors. A 10 to 20 pei
cent increase in tourists over
last season is expected.
Orlando American Legion Po^t-held colorful Armistice Day c e u monies with Lt. General A. c
Gillem, Jr. of the 3rd Army a^
principal speaker.
U.S.
All the eyes of the world were
focused on the White House thib
past week, as the Donkeys and Elephants battled for grazing rights
of the big front lawn. As the
smoke cleared away, a muscle
bound Donkey was in complete
control, while a tired old Elephant
packed up his hopes in that big
trunk, and limped back to the zoe
for another four years. Truman
had performed the "impossible".
Those same eyes closed for a few
minutes to pray for this man's
help.
FOREIGN
In the United Nations Security
Council the U. S. proposed a revised plan for ordering Israel fore-

The presentation of "The But
ter and Egg Man" in the Fred
Stone Laboratory Theatre marks
the initial Rollins appearance of
Eleanor Hummel, talented college
sophomore, and Robert Ellmai
freshman this year. The play will
be given Tuesday through Thursday.
Both students are members of
the Theater Arts department and
appear in the production as part
of their training as well as providing a most interesting evening
for their audience.
The production provides Ellie
with her first appearance "in front
of the sets". "It certainly feels
funny not to be in the wings," Ellie says, "I feel like I ought to be
holding the prompter's book."
Eleanor, the daughter of Professor and Mrs. A. D. Hummel of
Muncie, Ind., worked in the Annie
Russell last year as a prompter,
and earned such an excellent reputation for good work that it was
necessary to change theaters so
that she might have a talking role
in theatre productions.
Bob has done extensive theater
work while in high school and finds
enjoyment back stage as well as
on stage. However, his main interest lies in acting. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. David Ellman
of Orange, N. J.
The supporting cast for the play
includes Joseph Popeck who is
well known to theater goers for
his work on the Annie Russell
stage, and newcomers^ Eugene
Smith, Charlene Frew, Jan Olson,
Noel French, Joshua Poole, Tom
Pickens, Leslie Boyd, Pat Taylor,
Dick Preu, and Al McLamb.

Representatives Return
With New Ideas for
Government, Press
Rollins representatives for the
Florida Student Government and
Press Association Conference left
Thursday, November 4 for a twoday session at the University of
Miami. Hugh Davis and Jack Sayers were representatives for the
Student
Government
sessions,
Pictured above are representatives of Rollins literati, seen as they
while Nancy Butt, Harold McKintake a five-second break on the U. of M. front steps. Left to right:
ney, and Mary Bailey represented Hugh Davis, H. P. McKinney, Mary Bailey, Jack Sayers, and Nancy
the yearbook, magazine and news- Butts.
paper staff.
A number of interesting lectures
were given by professors and professional journalists dealing with
common problems.
Group dis
cussions were held by students of
all the colleges concerning school
spirit, honor systems, good government, and finances.
The University of Miami delegates did a fine job in organizing
the program. A full schedule from
8:30 to 5:30 was in swing on Friday with a campus and city tour
in the afternoon and complimentary tickets to the Miami-Cincinnatti game in the evening. Saturday sessions started at 8:30 and
lasted until 4:30 at which time we
had assimilated a vast amount of
new ideas and revived several old
ones. Those attending the conferences for the past few years
believed this one was the best

Written by George F. Kaufman,
the play is directed by Donald S.
Allen and is the story of theater
people and the trials lof production.
The sets have been designed and
constructed by Gerald Honaker,
son of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Honaker
Dean Enyart reported to the
of Orlando, and a well known stuCouncil the excellent reception
dent of the theater department.
A review will follow in next that the Rollins team received at
the Ohio Wesleyan game. They
week's Sandspur.
were treated as if they were royalty. Forty Wesleyan girls met the
team at the Railroad station. The
Dean praised the Rollins team, and
the fine spirit shown by over 200
Rollins alumni. A letter of apThe gals in Corrin Hall were preciation is to be sent to Ohio
more or less experimenting last Wesleyan for their reception.
Friday night when they held a
Another letter of thanks is to
Peppermint Stick Dance in the be sent to the Student Council at
basement (yes, I said basement) of the University of Florida for the
their dormitory. It proved so pop- time they gave to the Rollins repular that already ideas for a se- presentatives at their conference.
cond get-to-gether are in the of- Nancy Butts said that she would
fing.
speak later on the many lessons
Giant peppermint sticks were to be learned from this meeting.
the main form of decoration, altho
The council was also asked to
palm fronds and hibiscus branches try to stop the loss of magazines
provided a tropical atmosphere from the Library racks. If this
inthe dimly-lit room. Delicious loss did not cease, measures would
spiced punch and assorted cookies
have to be taken that might be
served as refreshers between dancdispleasing to the students who
es. The Corrin colleens may well
have to use such references.
be satisfied with a highly successful experiment.

Dean Lauds

O.W. Hospitality

Corrin Hal ICo-eds
HoldHouseDance

Twin Parades and PepRally
To Spur Flagging Spirit

GIGimS, BIG DOTS
PROVE 'LGSTINESS'
OE GOLLEGE MALE
Thompson-Leighton, Inc., New
York—The college man should now
have in his wardrobe at least one
each of the following: cloth-ofgold sport shirts with three-quarter length sleeves; brocaded silk
pajamas; Picasso pink sweaters
with plunging necklines, and polka-dotted suspenders.
So say fashion designers in New
York, who decided this fall it was
time for a change in men's bib 'n
tuckery.
Hand-in-hand with the revolutionary change, the first in 15
years for the male sex, is predicted a new trend in college smoking
habits—the switch to the cigar.
The sudden turn to color, oddly
enough, tends to bring out the
"beast" and the "best" in man,
simultaneously . . . by accentuating what fashion authorities call
his "lustiness". A rugged tan
glows threateningly under the
challenge of pink. Muscles look
twice as powerful set off by a
masculine polka dot, king size.
The new popularity of cigars is
a style note that cropped up less
suddenly. It was an outgrowth
of the war, when men grew more
robust, needed a more robust
smoke.
Dr. Eugen Kahn, professor of
psychiatry at Yale University, analyzed it this way: "The lusty are
the people with strong appetites,
who genuinely and thoroughly enjoy all the good things of the
earth, and with them smoking.
Lusty men enjoy quantitatively
and qualitatively a choice meal, a
fine play or concert, a good cigar".
The tense type, he adds, turn to
cigarettes.
The combination of huskier
clothes and cigar-smoking are
coupled under a general trend toward making college men *'the
lusty type".
Last spring, when designers first
brought
out
their
wardrobe
changes, they feared male resistance, so they flattered the gentlemanly ego by hinting it was
the "bold look".
Consumers fell for it. They literally snarled to themselves as
they flipped cash across the counter for suits with extra-wide lapels,
pastel shorts with command (widespreading) collars, and husky-hemmed hankies.
Later, the men were surprised
to find the change in their clothes
closets was not so much daring as
it was quietly masculine.
Now, the "bold look" is scheduled to continue. Dozens of new
gimmicks have been added — including two much-promoted colors
for suits, hats and shoes. They
are walnut brown and navion,
which is a combination of navy
and aviation blue.
Suits for winter have lapels that
I inch wider on either

RoUins Alumna to
Speak at WP Church
With deep admiration for what
^he calls the "Wonderful British
front of pride, thrift and humor,"
Rev. Annie R. Campbell, Congre2:ational-Christian
rural
pastor
and educator, just back from a
vear of special service in England,
brings a warm, personal account
of her experiences in Great Britain
and on the continent. She will
^peak November 14 at four o'clock
m the Congregational-Christian
Church.
Miss Campbell, Rollins '28, was
very active in Little Theatre work
and Phi Beta at Rollins. She took
her graduate work at Hartford
School of Religion and Chicago
Theological Seminary.
Miss Campbell was brought up
Rev. Annie R. Campbell
in Winter Park, and her family
es to withdraw from their recently ^till lives here.
won position in the Negev. American authorities said the new proReporters, Attention!
posal was intended to weaken the
Anglo-Chinese plan raising the
There will be a meeting o''
possibility of economic sanction the news staff reporters Friagainst Israel.
day, November 12, at 7:30
Thomas Stearns Eliot, American
1'. M. at the Sandspur office in
born British poet, received the the Alumni House. Please atNobel nrize for Literature. Word
tend'
(Continued on page 4)

Tomorrow at four in the afternoon the first Rollins motorcade is
due to leave from the Center. It
will pass through Winter Park and
return to Rolins by 5:15. Students
are urged to decorate their cars
and join in the procession. At 7
there will be a pep rally in front
of the Center, complete with cheerleaders and band.
On Saturday at noon there will
be another parade, this time to
run through Orlando.
The Tar Boosters have sponsored these functions not only to pick
up the school spirit at Rollins, but
also to show Orlandoans that we
are behind our players.

Basketball Game
Goes to Freshmen
Freshmen
Basketball
team
chalked up another victory Thursday night. In this game they defeated the Gamma Phi Betas 6537.
During the first quarter, it
looked like anybody's ball game.
The quarter ended with a
score of 16-15 in favor of the
Freshmen.
But in the second
quarter the game speeded up and
at the half the freshmen stepped
)ut in the lead with a score of 2816. By the end of the third quar:er the Frosh team had the Gamma Phis 43-30. The Freshmen
made many substitutions, but due
to lack of players, the Gamma Phis
made none at all. The line-up for
the Gamma Phis was as follows:
Baldwin, Kirby, Reese, Drinkwater, Verdin, and Aycrigg. The
starting six for the Frosh were:
Apgar, Hobart, Swift, Matthews,
James, and Roberts.

Minor League Attendance
Hits AU-Time High
Minor league attendance during
1948 hit an all-time high, George
M. Trautman, president of the
National Association of Professional Baseball Leagues reported.
A total of 42,822,646 persons attended games in the 58 minor
leagues making up this association.
This is a total of 1,305,910 over
last years' previous record.
side of the manly chest, each lapel
sporting a one-inch welt seam at
the edge. Suits are cut easier,
with more fullness through the
chest. Not only suspenders, but
ties and garters have taken on
polka-dots. Not the feminine-type
dots.
Fashion authorities call
them "doubloon dots", because
they're a full inch in diameter, and
they're patterned against bold,
solid color backgrounds.
Sport shirts are not only colorful (flamingo, kelly green, topaz,
eggshell), but they have the added personality of wide-spread collars with stitching one-half inch
in from the edge.
New shoes are heftier, with
black soles and uppers in a new
shade called midnight muroc (that
is a deep reddish-brown). With
the black and muroc duo,*the young
man can wear black, brown or
;rey.

(Continued on page
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WITH T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL

November 8, 1948
Dear Dean Cleveland,
The men of Rollins admire beauty, but there is a time and place
for everything. On Sunday morning, after Chapel, we stop at thf
Center for a cup of coffee, spiritually uplifted. Uplifted, that is
until that herd of females comes
parading by in shorts, halters, and
brief briefs. This is very unSunday morninglike.
If there is anything a clean-cut
Rollins boy doesn't want to look
at on Sunday mornings, after
Chapel, it's a young Rollins girl
scantily clad.
Sincerely,
THE NO SHORTS IN THE
CENTER ON SUNDAY
MORNING COMMITTEE.
Dear Sir:
When I came to Rollins I was
very impressed with the beautiful
campus, particularly the Chapel. I
looked forward to the first Sunday
when I could see if the service was
as impressive as the Chapel itself.
I was not disappointed. I thought
it one of the loveliest I had ever

Gerry Walker, Milton Schwartz, Nan Van Zile
Features
Fred Rogers, Leslie Boyd, Bill Carmel, Mary Ann Price. Gloria
ingham, Meg Smith, Belford Richards, Marty Rowsey. Marjorie
Merle Hodges, Jeane Hagan, Carol Gi asky, Nancy Morrison.

Jack Reardon, Marshall Stone, Ann Marie Kerlin, Pat Roberts, Patsy Creel
Member

The next Sunday, as I looked
about me I was dumbfounded. I
could not find a single Rollins
student! This seemed impossible,
For a moment I thought perhaps
that I had entered the wrong
church, and then the awful truth
struck me. The students just did
not; attend. I left with a feeling
of utter dejection at the thought
that so few came to worship in so
beautiful and inspiring a Chapel.
I continued going every Sunday
and saw only bald heads and hearing aids. I shall keep going in the
hope that some morning I shall
find more than ten or fifteen students who believe that church is a
part of Sunday.
Dale Travis

Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, well-rounded yet numy
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its narne
imflies, victorious in single combat' and therefore without a feer,
wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation; all these "mil be
found ufon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities of
the
Sandsfur.
Dear Editor:
n the whole, we have found
that the majority of Rollins stuThis week we train our sights on the few flaws in the dents are considerate of "fellowfeed bag department. Before we start, we should like to make sufferers", but there seems to be
it clear that we consider the Beanery and Center under the an exception to this rule in reablest administration they've had in many a moon, but . . . gard to parking considerations.
Even the best regulated organizations have their little We commuters come dashing in
flaws. Our dietetics are a little shaky, but a lunch of Cold each morning with high expecta-

beef on bread with gravy, mashed potatoes, bread and butter,
and rice pudding does seem to be running things into the
ground. A few like that would wreak untold havoc on male
morale. This slip didn't pass entirely unnoticed though, for
some few meals later a plate was passed out completely
blank except for one blob of something, which we later discovered was hash. Things were leveUng off. Now, we are
the last to condemn hash. It has been a main stay in the
American diet for generations now, but there comes a time
(noon) in the Kves of Rollins students when something special is needed to spur our flagging intellects on to yet greater
efforts. We seriously question whether this something is unadorned, unaccompanied corned beef hash
We'a're"in Vhe"he"arf of thTcitVus" beltrWe are struggling
along on Government checks and curtailed allowances (stock
market still dropping) yet we still have to pay fifteen cents
for a limeade (latest O'Brien quotation one dime) and ten
cents for two lonely pieces of toast. (We can buy a whole
loaf for thirteen) The Center was originally laid for students'
convenience, but it is rapidly becoming a source of economic
discomfort to us.
It isn't the principle of the thing that bothers us, it's the
money.

Thursday, Nov. 11—Last night of "The Butter and Egg Man"
7:00-8:15—Tertulia at the Casa.
Friday, Nov. 12,—4:00 P. M. Parade through Winter Park
and College Park.
7:15 P. M. Pep Rally—Student Center.
Sunday, Nov. 14—9:45 A. M.—Chapel Service.
8:00 P. M. Delaware Game.
Sunday, Nov. 14—9:45 A. M.—Chapel Services.
5:00 P. M.—Latin American movies at Theatre.
7:30-9:30 P- M.—Chapel party at the center.
Monday, Nov. 15—Student Council and Fraternity Meetings.
Tuesday, Nov. 16—7:00 P. M. Pan American League at Casa.
7:30 P. M.—Rollins Scientific Society at Alumni House.
Thursday, Nov. 18—"Fantasia" at the Theatre.

tions of finding a parking place,
and think we have one, only to discover upon closer observation that
a certain light grey Chevrolet convertible is occupying space which
was originally intended for three
cars—well, two at least! Also we
believe it is customary to park
from the right side rather than
the left. Have we been misi
formed as to this procedure?
Have a heart, Nancy!
Two Commuters.
Novembe
1948
Editor Sandspur,
Dear Sir:
To what depths have we sunk?
In the last SANDSPUR I was horrified by an item in the social news
describing the abduction and murder of a couple of innocent kittens.
How can this be, on our enlightened Rollins Campus! Have not cats
ights, too ?
Have we really
position in our thinking
:an wilfully deprive cats
of life, liberty, and the pursuit of
mice? It is a sad commentary on
our campus life.
mbat this sadistic practice,
as outlined in your Society news,
taking steps to organize a
Society to Protect Cats From Rolence Majors. The SPCRRSM is at present circulating a
petition, demanding from college
and civic authorities the following:
1 That all cats be permitted
to pursue normal lives without interference from Science majors or
their agents.
(2) That all stray felines be
given food and shelter in dormitories, absolutely free of discrimination.
(3) That vivisection at Rollins
be put on a voluntary basis, and
that the cat's consent must be witnessed by two (2) impartial, nonscientific persons.
(4) That Cat's Rights be recognized and respected throughout the
Rollins campus and Winter Park,
Let's all get behind this campaign and show our furry friends
that we appreciate their efforts
to provide us with a ratmouse-free campus.
Sincerely yours.
Jack T. Saye

MOVIE BREAKER
Jack F. Mehlek
"The Babe Ruth Story"
Colony—Thurs., Fri., and Sat.
The screen play of Babe Ruth'

^^f ^ f ^ ''^^" ^^''^ '^'^''^ aduiterat-

ed and transformed by writers Bob
Considine and George Callahan.
These boys have dreamed up a
poor plot that abounds in platitudes; depicting the popular idol
as a kind of saint or god (and an
awkward one at that).
The first revelation of his saintly power is shown early in the
picture. The Babe is seen leaving
the field after a practice game,
noisily snapping his bubble gum.
On the way home, he casually
greets a morose man and a babbling boy who are seated in their
parked car. Miracle of miracles!!
The boy emerges from the car
flexing his muscles savagely, while
his father goes on to explain that
up till a few minutes ago the boy
had been an incurable invalid. The
scene then shifts to another sandlot session where the Babe is
wielding his bat as daintily as if
it were a sledge hammer^ Suddenly he lets loose a powerful line
drive that conveniently connects
itself to the rear of a playful dog
at the other end of the field. At
this point we are introduced to
another babbling brat—this one,
evidently the canine's companion.

Train Information
CHRISTMAS VACATION TRAN
Fall term ends at noon on Friday, December 17. For students
going west from Jacksonville the
following information will be helpful:
DIXIELAND — Pullman and
coaches. L«ave Jacksonville 6:00
p.m., December 17. Arrives Chicago 6:45 p.m. December 18 (via
Atlanta, Nashville, and Chattanooga) .
SOUTH WIND — All coaches.
Leaves Jacksonville 12:04 a.m.,
December 18 (via Louisville and
Indianapolis).
Arrives Chicago
10:55 p.m., December 18.
, Students holding round-trip tickets on the CITY OF MIAMI can
exchange those tickets for one of
these other trains, as the City of
Miami leaves December 16, before
the term ends.

The K E E L E R S

Thundering Heard

Rollins

THE ^ r BELCH «fthe
RATTLESNAKE
WITH

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1948

SANDSPUR

IS carrying on hysterically. Will
the hound die ? Well, up waddles
Mr. Ruth, and, scooping the emaciated animal into his caressing
arms, hurries to the hospital where
he employs a famous surgeon to
operate on the mangled mutt.
Later, we are transported to the
hospital room of Miller Huggins,
manager of the Yankees.
In
bounces the Babe who immediately
seats himself and casts an admiring glance into the hallway
where a curvaceous nurse is working. Miller, presumably frustrated because he can't twist his neck
around enough to see, promptly
dies.
William Bendix is In no way
reminiscent of Babe Ruth, and is
downright insulting by representing the great athlete as a cakevan like creature. Such a melange
of madlin mush I have never seen.
"Vanished Voice?"
If you are still in the mood for
miracles I would like to relate another one to you. Joe Simonaro
reports that he attended the Lucky
Strike sponsored movie of the Hit
Parade in the Center the other day.
Joe claims that everything was
going well until Frank Sinatra
turned sideways to light a "Lucky"
when to everyone's utter amazement the "Voice" disappeared from

By Pancho Knott

Pictured above is Silent Sam
Burchers, the pride of Victoria,
Texas; (Mr. Lucky to the matinee
moguls). This boy had bounced
off of three Texas Universities, and
one unmentionable rumored to be
above the Mason-Dixon Line before he descended upon Rollins.
The administration, faculty, and
student body can accept it as a supreme compliment that this man
:on has decided to finish off his
academic wanderings with our captivatin' campus.
Sam's an amiable cuss, as long
he is left to pursue Mr. Pulitzer
th his blood 'n guts Westerns.
Mr. Burchers claims that he has
more rejection slips than any other
living American male (with the
possible exception of Jack Flannelly), but he keeps right on ti
ing out his sagebrush sagas at the
man-killing rate of three paragraphs a day.
The commonplace holds no appeal for this Texan. He'd rather
search for gold in the Mexican
mesas where it had never even
been thought of, than settle down
in a penthouse and clip coupons.
Our boy plays tennis, too. Up
until one disastrous day last year
when his opponent, usually a very
fine player, was suffering from intestinal flu, hangover, athlete's
foot, dandruff and halitosis, Sam
held the dubious honor of being
the only unanimously defeated
man on campus. In spite of the
great morale effect on this Truman-over-Dewey upset, his true
love in the sporting world lies
with Brad's boys on Lake Maitland.
Stroke Sam wields a swift sweep,
so swift in fact that the Dad Vail
association has requested that Rollins drag its coxswain next year
to even things up.
We would like to say more about
the lives and loves of the Cloverleaf Rover, but the Sandspur now
has second class mailing privileges
and it would be a crime to lose
them.

Inquiring Reporter
What the ne student girls think
of the men c campus:
Carol, "little on
•ne", Gradsky—They
are too short!
Merele Hodges—The ones that
shave are okay.
Anonymous—Men? I thought this
was a girls' school.
Rocky—Men are few and far between.
Betty Rowland—Ha! Ha!
Doris Clark—They're
certainly
not too old.
Pat Roberts—There are a few
drips and some awful nice jerks.
Joan Steinmetz—As a whole,
they're all very nice.
Patronize Sandspur Advertisers.

CHAPTER VII
Babyface Meets Big Jim
After Moley Granberry had
worked over Babyface for 6 hours
with a huge cat-o-nine-tails, and
Babyface still refused to get out of
town. Fluffy Balbiers, the two-bit
Chilean rat, stepped forward and
brandished his cast iron tennis
racket above the blue-eyed, handsome, blonde young sadist's skull.
Whack, Whack, Whack! Babyface
grinned fiendishly, and a small
chuckle escaped through his lips as
each blow of the cast iron racket
made a horrible bloody gash in his
skull. Soon, Fluffy Balbiers gave
up, too, and the boys once again
went into a huddle to devise more
methods of torture. This time little Tony De Uresti, the bushyheaded young squirt brother of
Big Jon stopped forward towards
the battered and bloody countenance of Babyface, who lay unconscious on the floor, his insane grin
of defiance still perceptible
boyish young face. Little Tony
was wearing his dark glasses a;
usual, and a marijuana reefer, ob
viously peddled to him by Shaky
Simpson, hung casually from hi
lower lip. He was doing hi;
damndest to look tough and show
authority, but he was about as
stupid looking as his cheap, scummy, mentally demented brother.
Big Jon De Uresti.
"I weel show thees peon a lesson he weel never forget," boasted
the young fugitive from Devil's
Island. With that mad remark
young Tony picked the seemingly
nscious Babyface up off the
floor, and drew back his fist, preparing to bash Babyface's teeth
out. But Babyface still had some
of the old spunk left in him that
had made him Lightweight Golden
Gloves champion of Siberia back in
his college days. As Tony brought
his punch racing upwards from the
floor, Babyface blocked it nimbly
with his left, and shot a terrific
smash to the bushy-headed fugi-

OLD
That's what I said.
This great event happened 16
years ago—back in 1932 for the
first time in the history of Rollins.
And, believe it or not, it wasn't too
surprising, for we had one of the
best little college teams in the
country.
Sparking the team on was a
half-back by the name of Will
Rogers. He was a runnin', twistin', live-wire that couldn't be told
to stop. He was terrific!
And backing him up were three
other great backs, Miller, Doyle
and Washington, beside the whole
bloo
Coaching this little wonder team
as a man you may have heard
about, a grand coach called Jack
McDowall. And he was ably helped by Bob Evans.
he season started with a very
uninteresting 7-7 tie with Alabama
State Teachers.
And it even wasn't unusual that
B beat the Florida " B " squad,
20-6.
The spectacular part of the year
began with the Georgia game in
which Rogers' 60-yard return of
a punt gave the boys the push they
needed to go on and win, 12-0.
But here comes the highlight of
e season. It w^as our annual
homecoming game, this year with
Miami.
iow, up to this year, whe had
er even scored against Miami,
let alone beating them. But on
that day it was all Rollins.

tive from a French reform school's
mid-section. Young Tony doubled
up in agonizing pain, a low guy,
gling groan seeping through his
pain-racked lips. Babyface then
stepped back, took several deep
breaths, and then caught young
Tony right square in his nose with
a terrific uppercut that just seethed with the power and violence
that Babyface was so famous for.
Fluffy Balbiers, Moley Granberry,
and Weasel Brain Meifert made a
circle around the two grappling
mobsters, not daring to come to
their young squirt leader's aid lest
they violate the all-sacred gangster code of the Bowery. Baby,
face's uppercut spread young Tony
De Uresfi's nose all over his face.
It might even be safe to say that
Tony's nose was broken. Tony rose
slowly off the floor, a huge stream
of blood gushing in spasmodic
spurts from the splattered mass
that a minute before had been his
nose. Babyface extended his left
in jabbing position, and cocked his
right in readiness for the knockout. Tony advanced slowly towards Babyface. Babyface, thinking that Tony was done for dropped his guard momentarily and
giggled fiendishly. Suddenly Tony
canie to life. Powie! Babyface's
head snapped back from the stinging left hook from young De Urresti, the Basque punk. Tony was
on him like a tiger—clawing, kicking, biting, scratching. Babyface
waa thoroughly enjoying the little
workout till young Tony kicked
him in the teeth and tried to gouge
his eyes out. Then Babyface got
mad! Bam, Bam, Bam, Kapop!
Three quick rights to Tony's kidneys, followed by a powerful rabbit punch to his throat, stopped
the young Basque maniac dead in
his tracks. Tony was hurt bad.
Babyface's blow to the throat had
forced blood from Tony's broken
jugular vein up into his heart and
lungs, thus choking poor Tony and
stopping all normal functioning of
his body. Tony fell writhing to
(Continued on Page 4)

TIMER
Three times we threatened to
score, and three times fumbles or
a strong defense kept our boys
from going over.
Then, late in the third quarter,
a long pass put the team on, the
eight-yard line, and four plays
later Rogers smashed through the
center of the line for the only score
of the game, 6-0.
The following week we got off
to a bad start. Rollins' kick on the
fourt|i play of the game was
blocked by a Cumberland man and
recovered behind our goal for a
touchdown.
Somehow we managed to keep
tying it up and the half ended
13-13.
Then at the end of the fourth
quarter with the score still tied,
Rogers took the only
lins used in the game i
40 yards down the sidelines for
the winning touch.
Next time, though, against Newberry, it was Rollins that started
off bright and early. In the opening few minutes of play, Rogers,
on a reverse, smashed the center
of the line and went through the
whole Newberry team for the only
score of the game, 7-0.
The last game of the season,
against South Georgia State, was
tied up at the half, 13-13. Then
in the third quarter Rollins put on
the heat and rolled down the field
in an 80-yard march that scored
the winning touchdown, giving us
our first undefeated season.
Yessir, that was quite a year.
And who knows, we may do it
again some time.
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CAMPUS KEYHOLER
Theta Tid-Bits
'k
Alpha Phi Phun
'i
Ann Garner went to Delray for
I), Pat Van Sickle spent the weekUJ end in Palm Beach while Mona and the weekend to visit her parents.
Id Alys took off for New Smyrna, Shirley F r y and Bob Boyle danced
^ Tony Faile was a visitor at Lake- to Charlie Spivak's music Satur[ side the past weekend. Tony now day night and Judy Baker and
^ attends the Casements at Daytona Phil Hayes went to the Lambda
]l Beach. "Hoff" is still sitting Chi party, as did Taffy and Jose.
L
f around waiting on C. J. to take her Marcia is madly developing her
;^ to lunch while "Hutch" is prepar- tennis game while Jane Freeman
3^ ing to bride: lid at her sister's is doing what she can for Sam
V wedding this nth in D. C. Doris Burchers along the same line.
fla
"Pie
Ginny Haar landed a part in
^ pected in town next week and th "Stage Door" this weekend and
jj girls are all excited. Penny Cran the rest of the Theta House stayed
I dropped an ash tray on her foot home and played Russian Bahk.
, and split an artery. The girls
1^, wish her a speedy recovery. Mrs.
Corrin Hall
jj' Campbell is planning a trip to ArEveryone has been quite busy
^ kansas to visit her son while Mag's
. mater and pater dropped in Wed- here. Jinx I, Betty Pottinger, and
nesday for a brief visit. Sissy Josette Stanciu have taken rooms
Shute and Lois Johnson have been at the Annie Russell Theatre until
j busy plotting a trip t o North Car- "Stage Door" is over, while Jinx
olina where they will pick up Sis- II is doing the same for "Butter
. sy's car. Glo Parker won the "Ce- and Egg Man."
Orchids and mucho kisses to
I cilia Van Hoose achievement"
, award this week. It is given each Lynn, P a t B., P. J., and the fel, week to the Alpha Phi who dis- lows for their hard work in mak[ plays the most grace, poise, and ing the Peppermint Stick Dance a
lady-like behaviour on the basketball court.
Rocky and Betsy took time off to
rgo to Tampa Homecoming, while
•I
Pat Burgoon and Don went to In-:
X Club
il
dian River City—Pat needed rest'
stt It was i a rawther quiet week for after her hard work for the party
;[ the boy!I in Gale. Of course, the
Blandie and Susie saw the Ga.1 quietness was due to the Football Fla. game in Jax. Nancy Fry
ti'f team be ing in Ohio, but neverthe- folks and Chris spent some time
ll less, it -vI'as too quiet. "Tuffy" Dan. here. Arby took good c
lit iels has taken up ju-jitsu and Har- Chris!
ii vard Cox has taken up golf. I
gu watched him on the nineteenth
Cloverleaf News
Ki hole at Dubs last Saturday and he

to avoid some of the snow and
sloppy sleet of a Northern winter.
Saturday night, Tom Larsen's
house was the scene of an extremely successful beer party. Bartender Seminaro was seen separating
the beer from the keg for "Staggering" Stan and "Faltering" Fay,
"Cuddles" Cobb and "Dangerous"
Dilley, Jack and Peg Lawwill, Mac
"the Mauler" and his "Wild Irish
Rose", "Horrible" Hayes and
"Bashful" Baker, "Stogie" Johnson and "Cokes" Rowland, and
many others such as "Hustlin'"
Hartley and his scented Penny.
The next morning "Chug-Chug"
Charlie and "Hankerin'" Hank
staggered off to the beach with
their women for the week-end.

SANDSPUR

THE IDIOT

Wax Museum

With homecoming approaching,
it is gratifynig to see the Rollins
spirit coming to a head. It really
is causing a great deal of excitement; v a r i o u s
organizations
dreaming up ideas for parade
floats and decorating cars, pep rallies every few days, freshman
scrubbing the year old paint that
declares "yea Stetson" all over
campus. Ah, sweet Alma Mater!
If I could only remember how the
tune goes.
If poor officiating is a sign of
fear on the part of the host team,
Rollins must rate high in the nation. The team is hoping that
back on home grounds they may
have some Rollins alumni in the
striped jerseys. Fun is fun, but
when a defensive player is penalized for holding the shirt of the
ball carrier—^well let's stick to

Is it permissible for a contributor to say anything about the
paper he writes for? Of course
we realize how fortunate we are
in having the Sandspur published
weekly. It's one of the best college papers in the country, as any
member of the regular staff will
By Derek Dunn-Rankin
tell himself, and you, should you
I was interested in the tradi- inquire. Most of us can hardly
tion of dropping in at Robbie's for wait from one edition to the next
'a quick one', and stopped in one 1 to find out what happens to "The
day to investigate the fatal attrac- Keelers". Since the fiction section
tion of the place. To stir up a lit- is so important it would probably
tle conversation I asked an intel- be wisest to cut down or even out
Does anybody know where the
ligent looking junior why the place the editorials, sports, and social past weekend went? One thing
was so named. He didn't know the group news. I can hardly wait that went and we're quite certain,
answer and referred me to a sen- for the next issue to read
was our football team. Many of
ior, one of those pillars of wisthe joyous co-eds dashed off to
THE IDIOT
dom, who could be considered an
the train station to give a farewell
authority on bar lore. I was dissendoff to our Tars. Penny Drinkappointed when he too muffed the
water, in particular, was there,
1^ was in rare form. In the love deShouts of "Happy Birthday" question. Deciding that here was
looking most lovely in her always
V| partment things are rather slow. echoed throughout Cloverleaf M
a legend that could be tracked to
to be remembered long skirted,
k Bobby Smathers is still dating
night when Pat Taylor v
its source, I decided to make a regreen and white candy-striped cotk Cooky and Marty is courting Jo given a big surprise party. Si
turn trip for the sole purpose of
ton. The dress was enhanced by a
la Ann Dilley.
devouring ice cream, cake and all scientific investigation.
tiny border of white lace encircling
Deborah
1' Max Grouke seems to be laugh- the trimmings were Cathy Dawson
the neckline and sleeves. Marjorie
The one man expedition got undDear Deborah:
at ing at Betty Michelson's jokes. Carol Rede, Paula Wrenn, Jeanne
Watson's very chic white sunback
er way at four o'clock Saturday
I
have
a
problem.
There
is
a
h However, the great lover has Weselogel, and Dale Travis.
afternoon. For the sake of appear- terrific girl on this campus that 1 cotton trimmed with gold buttons
jti sworn off. Punchy Pollack is still
caused
commotion too. You can't
Heartiest congratulations to the ance, I ordered some refreshment. am dying to date, but being the
nji after Corky but he has a lot of newly elected Freshman Officers
My attention was immediately bashful type, I don't know how to blame the football team for wantliij competition. Arby Arbogast, who ian Currie, Vice President and
go about making her acquaintance. ing to return to Rollins; can you?
caught by a man in coveralls with Won't you please help me?
ii^ dreams ahout the moonlight on the iane Vigeant, Secretary-TreasurContinuous elegance: Simple beATLANTIC embroidered over the
Mousey
I Wabash, is still longing for his
ginning with a lampshade semi. Good luck to you both.
pocket who had just ordered a bot- Dear Mousey:
—Indiana home. So, good friends, I
I suggest that the next time you gathered skirt and a bodice which
The Ku Klux Klan was on the tle of CARUNGS RED CAP. This
know this is rather a dull coh
march last week in Cloverleaf. It inconsistency interested me, but I meet this terrific girl, you trip her runs faithfully over the ribs down
—this will surely make her fall to the waist helps to describe the
but Jim Kelly was supposed to seems Barbara Bower had always
learned that he did not work for for you.
write it and he went to Ohio. Any- had a burning desire to see the
dress worn by Pat Weaton. This
ATLANTIC but for Dr. Phillips;
Deborah
way, it was a dull week. . . .
black and white silk creation is a
Klan so her friends decided to sur- that he had been in the first world
designer's dream of beauty.
prise her. They dressed themselves war, had been working hard on his Dear Deborah
I am a young, innocent freshGamma Phi
in sheets, carried a small wooden outboard motors and knew all
Sweaters, all with an appealing
cross into her room and lighted it about the history of the name, Rob- man; I was brought up in a re- American air were chosen by Sal., Strong Hall seemed thoroughly
ligious, church-going family and
while she was asleep. She awoke bie's.
was taught that kissing boys was ly Ladd and Peggy Randal. Sally's
empty last weekend. Those of us
thinking she was having a nightbad. Last Saturday night I had being purple knit with a white
who stayed at home just rattled
Away back in the days after a date with a suave upperclassman
mare. It worked pretty well, didmonogram at the neck; and Peg'''^around the dorm. Pris and Sylvia
prohibition it was called Big John's who insisted on trying to make
n't it. Kit?
gy's of white short sleeved, oh!
™left Friday afternoon for St. Pete
Bar, but the city fathers said that mad, passionate love to me. How
It seems that there is a ghost in when people came by on the train, can I brush off his advances and so lovable, angora.
t'^and Pris' home were they spent the
Be seeing you—
At 1 a.m. Saturday all they could see was that sign, still keep him interested?
^'weekend. Penny and Monica piled Cloverleaf.
Picture of Innocence
Bev Hanson
^Hnto the latest "form of mechani- morning music was heard coming and it made the City of Homes look Dear Picture of Innocence:
zation" and headed for Daytona. from the tower. I guess Mrs. Wil- like a frontier town. If you look
Drop dead. No, don't bother— CIGARS BIG DOTS „.
lie
has
been
up
to
her
old
tricks
^''"Sarah Heartburn" is the proud
closely, you can see where the you already a r e !
(Continued from page I)
Deborah
"•name of their means of travel, a
sign was painted over. His heart
Diane Vigeant bas been having was no doubt broken by having the
8'sleek little blonde Chevy who can
Socks to go with these shoes
Dear
Deborah:
s^trace her ancestry back to the be- some misfortune lately. It seems sign painted over. Big John sold
I have a problem. The boy I are extremely wide-ribLed, with
i'ginning of motor transportation. that her guests don't know when the place to a Mr. Roberson, af- am pinned to is always dating large flashy diamonds, or checks
other girls on the Q.T. What shall "as bold as a gambler's vest." Hats
Each scratch and dent in her shiny to leave. Could it be "Boho", the fectionately known as Robbie.
I do?
'^body means a milestone on a lamp cat?
pick up the color of the general
Puzzled
Actually we should refer to it
fflpost in Monica's career.
ensemble by matching the band
as Elmer's Place, because eight Dear Puzzled:
Lambda Chi Column
Go
out
and
buy
a
good
gun.
around the crown, and the band
Friday night the Larsens were
years or so ago, according to my
Deborah
around the brim, to the color of
f%osts to the Lambda Chis and a
With a flash of a sparkling informant, the place was sold to
the suit. The hats, incidentally,
i^ay time was had by all. Peg and smile, a sweet disposition, and a Elmer Gunther, and has been Dear Deborah:
is^ack brought back reports of a smear of lipstick, another Lambda owned by him ever since. At this
How do you catch a girl in your are designed to look like homburgs
sll%narvelous time.
Chi bit the dust. Yes, friends, our point, Larry leaned over the bar living room when she sets the —except that the brim snaps down
K Mid-terms over, all the Gamma unassuming debonair C h a r l i e and verified this statement. In the world record for indoor running ? neatly in front.
Fumbles
Phis heaved sighs of relief and Brakefield pinned Alyse Oglesbee interest of pure truth I am found- Dear Fumbles:
The final note in the college
l^'trawled back into their beds to last week. The only previous clue
I suggest you contact the Dea- fashion picture — that cigar—has
a club to change the traditioncon,
whose
technique
is
to knock changed too. Not to be outdone by
jtitaiake up for lost sleep.
to such an event has been Charlie's al name to Elmer's; the annual
'em down and drag 'em out.
clothing makers, the cigar manuperpetual, "I've got the world by dues will be one package of pork
Deborah
ll?
Chi Omega
facturers have put into their lines
the tail" grin. Can't say as we paid upon convenience to this cola special collegiate style: a new,
blame him.
umnist.
To
the
Readers
(if
there
are
V. Aggie Hendrix and Nan Van
any):
If you have a problem, smaller edition of the popular panWe all received a pleasant surJ^ile boarded the train on Thursday
write a note to Deborah, % Box atella designed especially for caswith the football team, but their prise in the sudden appearance of EXTRAORDINARY EVENT OF 465.
Deborah
ual campus smoking!
THE WEEK
jdestination was Chapel Hill where last year's president. Bob Fergu• ^hey were the weekend guests of son, and his wife, formerly known
Tom Blakemore arrived at Proaround
the
Chi
O
house
as
Carol
IjSigma Chis.
fessor Rhea Smith's first period
Rlioda took off for Tampa for Kirkpatrick. They've been hang- Greek history class on time last
^ n o t h e r horse show. Ginger But- ing around Buffalo, N. Y., all sum- Saturday.
Registered Real Estate Broker
ler visited her parents in Jackson- mer and intend to remain in FlorRollins Class of 1949
ville over last weekend. The re- ida for at least a month in order j P a t r
Tel. 392-R
WINTER PARK
450 Clarendon Ave.
Sandspur Advertisers.
m a i n d e r of the Chi-Os took off for
the Pelican. Among the celebri'jties at the Pelican were G. B. and
CENTRAL FLORIDA'S
Harry, Jan and Harry, and Kit and
MOST BEAUTIFUL
The Pioneer Cleaners of Winter Park
Johnny.
THEATRE

Facts of LiFe

.ove sLabor Lost

"Bill, did you ever read 'Alice
in Wonderland'?"
"No, I never could get past the
looking-glass!"
"Well, I hate to shatter the reflection, Narcissus, but kiss this
one off:
"The time has come," the Walrus said, "to talk of many things;
of shoes . . . and ships . , . and
sealing wax . . . of cabbages . . .
"What's with the walrus?"
"Leave us not cast no aspirations upon to these Rollins chicks,
but we are willing to give a package of Gillette blue blades to the
first ten girls to send in this column and the authors' heads
(please do not confuse with the
so-called musical product to be
found elsewhere in this paper).
"Yeh, but how do you make like
walrus, J u g ? "
"I don't know . . . I never tried
to make a walrus . . . yuk, yuk!"
ddap . . . you sound like
Chap McDonald."
"De mortui nil nisi bonum . . ."
"So who's dead, the walrus?"
"Yea, I t'ink we killed that denen of the deep."
"Speakin-gof the deep, let's get
our feet on the solid wax . . ."
"Before I was so rudely interpreted, I was about to say, that
walrus . . ."
"Whatsa matter fa you . . . you
got walrus on the brain, maybe?"
"Walrus, schmalrus, so what's
the difference ? Leave us talk of
many things:
OF SHOES: The new English film
"The Red Shoes" is proving that
good ballet can be better box-office. Advance notices indicate this
to be entertainment on a high level
with none of the artiness that so
often cripples the attempt to transfer a sensitive subject to the

SCOOP!
Here we are, kiddies. We've
sharpened up our knives and hauled out the spyglasses and back
again to giye you the real scoop.
RACING FANS
AT THE POST
Cathy & Frank
Jinx, Tom, & Jean
Dick and Hobo
Norman, Kitsy, & Tony
THEY'RE OFF
Taffy & Ken
Sally & Buddy Goode
Happy & the fairer sex
HOMESTRETCH
Ginger & Jupe
Pat & Gus
Bob & Cookie (The Car)
FINISH
Paul & Pug
Paul Odom & Sue
CLUBHOUSE TURN
Chap & Peggy
Nitse & Jack
BACK IN THE RACE
Tram & Tex
Dana & Buddy
SCRATCHED
Johnny (The Brute) & Dot
Buddy Tate & Billie
Dixie (The Dodger) & Buddy
Lowe
LONG-SHOTS
Jane Freeman & Sam
Alice & Art
Hot-lips Feidelson & H. B.
PREDICTIONS FOR THE NEXT
RACE
Corky Scarburough & Ewing
Foots & "The Plaque"

AND
SHIPS: "Slow Boat to
China" is a slow drag to Nowhere.
AND SEALING WAX: we put
our stamp of approval on Manuel
de Falla's "El Amor Brujo" (sometimes called "Love by Witchcraft"
in English) to be found at the Box.
You can get it served up by Stokowski a la Hollywood, but we
prefer Fritz Reiner's more honest
interpretation with the Pittsburgh
Symphony Orchestra . . . and the
superb voice of Carol Brice on the
latter. While we're on witchcraft
we want to make reference to our
recent proud purchase of Ravel's
"L'Enfant et les Sortileges", a
perfect recording of an extraora new album at the Music Box to
dinary musical tour de force.
add to their reputation. See if
OF CABBAGES: Cole-slaw? Slow
you can guess our favourite?
down the Continental way with
Bill Barker
Cozy Cole's "I Don't Stand a Ghost
and Gordon von Stang
of a Chance" featuring that great
Hawkins sax giving shape to the
Sandspur Advertisers,
Patri
spectre. The tongue in cheek
trumpet of Charlie Shavers and
LOST:
ONE
180-page, yellowthe wanton guitar of Tiny Grimes
resolve this classic tune to a farebound manuscript titled, "Tethee-well.
quila Territory." Will finder
AND KINGS: The other Cole and
please notify Sam Burchers.
his intrepid triumvirate contribute

Fairbanks Avenue Barber Shop
Winter Park's Newest and Most Modern Shop
SPECIALIZING IN MEN AND WOMEN'S
HAIRCUTS
Closest to the Campus

D O N RIDDLE, JR.

/

Pi Phi Patter
Congratulations go to Carolyn
Alfred and Margy Mountcastle for
getting such wonderful parts in
\the first Annie Russell play, StageOdoor. We're proud of you both;
good luck! . . . Seen at the Thursday night *'X" Club get-together
^t Harpers were: Bobbie Rawlings with BoLbie Riggs, and Laura
King with Bobbie Daniels. . . Trying to get some sun Sunday, but
ceding in getting mostly wind
and sand, were the three lonesome,
eager beavers Bobbie, Carolyn and
gy. Aside from the fact that
C. .\.'s car got stuck in the sand,
a good time was had by all! . . .
Van Louis and Marge Sommer
went to Jax with their "Tucks" for
the Florida-Georgia game . . .
Thanks to the KAs for returning
missing arrow! We're sure
glad to have it back.

WINTER PARK - PHONB 45«

AIR CONDITIONED
FOR YOUR COMFORT

NOW THRU SATURDAY

UNIVERSAL CLEANERS
A Particular Place for Particular People

121 West Park Ave.
Phone 197
Free Parking on West Park Ave.

TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY

Box 119, RFD 1

Maitland, Florida

Ward's Holiday Inn
HAMJOI.I'II SCOTT in
" R e t u r n of t h e B a d M e n ' '

OR

yOUR FRATERNITY
CRESTS IN CORRECT COLORS
Fired on for Lasting Utility
ON
Handled Mugs — Pottery and Crystal
Smoker's Accessories
Glassware in Popular Sizes
Muddlers, Stirrers & Coasters

"THE BABE RUTH STORY"
SUNDAY - MONDAY

Rollins College

FULL COURSE STEAK AND CHICKEN DINNERS
Catering to Fraternity and Sorority Banquets
COCKTAIL LOUNGE — BAR
Sanford-Orlando Highway 17-92
An Atmosphere of Refinement
E. P.^WARD
Owner-Manager

For Reservations
Phone 9174-J, Winter Park

We have hundreds of carefully selected GIFTS which are
usually found in metropolitan stores. You are welcome to
brouse—we make no charge for gift wrapping and shipments
are mad-e all over the world.
.

^ Sfl[<^l1oBBrf1ousi

M

O R L A N D O
1115 East Colonial Drive

Near the Vogue Theatre
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TARS HOST TO DELAWARE SATURDAY
This Saturday night the RoUins
Tars wiU make another stab at
getting back into the win column
when they take on the Delaware
Mud Hens at Greater Orlando Stadium. Delaware, you may remember is the team that bested the
Tars in Tampa two years ago in
Probably the most outstanding tured the
the Cigar Bowl. That year they
and well-known golfer at Rollins title.
had won all their games and were
this year,is a Rollins senior, Mrs.
riding the crest of a 32-game winPaul Klinefelter, formerly known
ning streak. This year their record
as Pug Shaffer. Although the
is not quite so impressive but it Amid the violent protests of the
planning of her wedding last sumThe second round of the intraain't bad either. They got off to Lambda Chis, the X Club emerged
mer excluded golf somewhat, Pug
mural football season started ofl"
a slow start losing to Penn Mil- victors last Wednesday by a 16
has certainly kept pace with that
with a gaVie which really showed
itary College, then played heads
competitive golf crowd during the
to 0 count. The protested play
what'weekends take out of the poup ball in losing to Maryland, one
past three years in the Middle
tential footbaU players. The KAt
B^ Dave McKeithan
of the big teams in the country, occurred when Jim McMenemy
West and in Florida.
overpowered the Delta Chi seven
21-0. They foUowed up this de- was trapped in his own end zone
I, as much as anyone, hate to 35-6. This was one of the saddest feat by winning a hard-fought vic- and the referee, rightly or wrongPug starred playing golf at
the age of nine and for nine years make excuses when the Rolling games of the year. Even though tory over West Chester State ly, awarded two points t o the X
she piacticed and played with her football team loses a game. In fact^ the KAs won by such a score Teachers, 19-0, another from MuhClub. This increased their lead to
father and his friends until she there is an old saying that the best neither team was playing football. lenberg, 12-0, and another from
9 to 0 and since it occurred near
Everyone just watched the plays
reached the eligible tournament team always wins. Meaning,
azy-legs Kleinfelter catapults a long one
Bucknell, 7-0. Expected to be miss.Al cM enemy
work out. The Delta Chis, it seemthe end of the second half, it virage of eighteen. Pug says, "I course, that the
1 a herculean effort to break up the play.
s better ed, left all their confidence at their ing from the lineup is Ernie Met- tually put the game in the bag.
truly think tournaments were an at that particula
tenet
who
is
a
regular
on
the
left
Saturday night schindig.
inspiration for me, for I never of the past recc game regard!
end slot for the Mud Hens. HowThe game itself was disappointBuddy Behrens was one of the
was greatly interested in the game say that Rollir d. But I wish to
THE KEELERS
over my territory around here.
had the better mainstays of the KA team. He ever, any way one looks a t this ing as much more excitement was
until I began to play competitively.
Well, I'm giving you fair warnteam last Saturday afternoon at was rushing fast and catching game this is a big one for the expected from these two colorful
Before coming to Rollins Pug
(Continued from column 4)
Tars to win.
teams. The Lambda Chis were
ing to get your scummy hoodlums
Delaware, Ohio. The difference ii everything thrown his way.
roused her interest in club tournanot
playing
their
best;
they
just
together
and get out of this Bowthe two teams was the worst offi
Babeeface, or I shall be forced to
With the team looking to be at
Penalties were heavy and they
ments and in her district tournaery before I see that you're all sent
elating this writer has seen in hi: stopped several scoring threats. full strength, it is the opinion of did not have the fight and spirit pump you full of ze bullets."
ment where she competed against
for a little cement-packed trip to
three seasons as a football man The blocking on the KA part was this reporter that they will take that they had shown previously.
Peggy Kirk and Carol Dirringer,
Babyface raised his eyes to the bottom of the East River.
ager.
X Club attack WE
good but it was, on the shady side. this one. Anyway let's all hustle
After one year at Rollins she widthose of Big Jon De Uresti, the What I just flnished doing to that
To give you a few details, here Several clipping penalties were out there and give them a little | for the situation but they
ened her sphere by attending the
Parisian Al Capone. Big Jon was punk brother of yours is just a
also
off
form.
The
two
touchdowns
IntercoUegiates, the Western Am is the dope on the 54 yard touch- called against them and one nul- support,, like we did in the Florida
about five feet nine inches tall, sample of what you'll get if you
resulted from passes from Har
game.
lified a T.D.
ateur, and some of the outstanding have been the guilty lii
and he must have weighed in at don't blow this town."
vard Cox to Hank Gooch and Lyh
Floriua winter tournaments. Pug hearing this, the umpire pointed
On the lone score of the Delta
a round two hundred and fifty
Chambers.
Big Jon bent over Tony, listenTHE KEELERS
reached the quarter-finals in '46 in to Harry Hancock and said he
Chis there was such amazement
pounds. He was very dapperly
HIGHLIGHTS:, Harvard Co> dressed in a flaming red Palm ed for a sign of life, then rose and
the IntercoUegiates and also in the tackle that was holding. Harry that a dead silence prevailed over
(Continued from page 2)
certainly is setting the pace as Beach suit, a hand painted tie with said, '"You hav keeled my leetle
the Western Amateur. She de-calmly told him he was the center the field. Dave Larson scored on a
far as passing is concerned. His autographs of the underworld's brothair, Tonee. You weel pay for
feated another Rollins competitor, and was also down the field block- kickoff return of 60 yards. The
the fioor—his arms and legs twich- average was somewhat spoiled
Alice O'Neal, in the first round of ing. The umpire then was so con- game at the end of the first half
most scummiest warlords on itj that cruel deed right now. How
the Western Tournament, but Lou- fused he said it was somebody on still was a ball game with the ed spasmodically as a chicken with when Joe Simonaro made a b
green felt shoes, and an over-sized is it you Americans say—an
its head cut off. He coughed up tiful interception of one of
ise Suggs eliminated Pug in the the left side of our line but couldstraw hat. In one hand Big Jon for an eye ? Prepare to die, Babyore standing 14-6, KAs ahead.
n't specifically say which one. The
a small red pool of blood, mum- "bullets" on the Lambda 5.
next round.
carried a huge umbrella, which ob- face!" With that insane remark,
The game did prove one thing,
amazing part of the whole fiasco
bled a few profane sayings in is the first protested game of the viously contained a hidden sword Big Jon peeled off his coat, rolled
e lack of team spirit will beat
The summer of '47 was undoubt- was that there was NO WHISTLE
Spanish, and then lay still. Baby- year . . . the protest will go bi blade, and in the other rested a up his sleeves, and advanced slowly
en the best ball club.
edly Pug's most active summer of down run make by Dick Darty,
face's temper was still red hot,fore the Board of Appeals which Thompson sub-machine gun.
Ralph F . Seidel
for the emaciated young killer. Bagolf.
Starting a t the Intercol- and was called back. There seemed
however, and he smote Tony a hor- consists of Dean Enyart,
Babyface walked over face to byface once again lifted his guard
to
be
nothing
wrong
with
the
play
legiates Pug teamed with Clara
rible kick in the face. Tony groan- Waite and Jack McDowell,
in preparation for the most bloody
But
the
officials
seemed
so
frusMosack to win the double match as it started from scrimmage and
mumbled something about Ba- rumored that some prominent X face with Big Jon, his steel-like battle he would ever fight. Babytrated at the time (we had scored
for Rollins for having the two low- as Dick continued down the field.
byface being a stupid peon, and Clubbers think that Lambda Chi chin jutting forward menacingly. face advanced toward Big Jon.
d
they
could
not
find
anything
"Listen here, you bee-bee brained
est qualifying scores. Pug added When it became evident that he
will win the protest.
; again lay still.
•ong) that it took them a good 15
(Next week—"The Fight")
Basque rat! I hear you've taken
two wins to her record capturing was on his way to the T. D., the
seconds to signify that we had As Babyface took his blackjack
SIDE LINE OBSERVATIONS:
the Sylvania and the Inverness field judge, who was a t that time
from his vest pocket and raised it Coach Moody caught biting his
ed
and
this
was
done
by
an
ofabout on the 15 yard line, started
Club Championships.
in
preparation
to
rid
the
underficial, nervously shaking his head
nails at the proceedings . . . inAt the National Amateur Cham- shaking his head and motioning
n up and down motion as if heworld forever of young Tony's de- jured liambda Back Bud Johnson
pionships the Rollins coed played back up the field. He said that our had just seen a ghost and couldn't grading influence, a gutteral, chill- viewed the tussle from the side
left
tackle
had
been
holding.
Our
impressive golf, which not only
speak. I don't think the touchdown ing voice with a Spanish peasant stripe. Sez Buddy, "I'm stayin'
qualitied her for the championshiii left tackle who is Trammell Whit- signal was ever given.
accent flowed through the still
flight of thirty-two players, but tle told him that he (Trammell)
I could go on and on but thenight air. "Leev my brother alone,
was
down
the
field
and
couldn't
her score of 82 placed her sixth or
(Continued in column 6)
, Patronize Sandspur Advertisers.
whole
affair
leaves
such
a
sour
seventh on the qualifying list. OR FLAG on the play.
144 E. Park Ave.
taste in my mouth I must go out
If you think the above incident
Unfortunately Pug lost her first
buy some mouth wash.
Elmo's $2.00 AU-Weather Lotion
match to the New Jersey State is a little strange, well, here is
another a little stranger. Did you
NEWS IN BRIEF
Champion, Laddie Irwin.
Special $1.00 plus t a x
this summer Pug qualified weU for ever hear of a defensive man hold(Continued from page 1)
ing
a baU carrier? Well, it hapthe championship flights for the
pened
at
Delaware.
Max
Grulke,
of the award came from StockOhio State Tournament and for
one of our ends, was penalized 15 holm.
the Western Open Tournament.
yards for holding the ball carAuthorities report Florida CitLast summer wedding plans in- rier! Oh, yes, things were pretty rus prices are looking up for the
terfered with golf plans; however, bad. Rollins finally did score a first time in several years.
Pug did compete in the Intercol- touchdown (the one they counted)
"Butter and E g g Man" was a
F R E E RECORDS
legiates in June and in her Club on a pass to John Grey, who caught
huge success in the Fred Stone,
118 Park Ave. So.
tournament, which she naturally the ball standing in the end zone.
Theatre this week.
won. In the IntercoUegiates Pug
gained the quarter-finals and also
added to the Rollins foursome of
Alice O'Neal, Judy Baker, and
ROY AND ERMA SAY—
Clara Mosack to win the four team
match for Rollins.

X CLUB TAKES

iKAPPIl ALPHIl

COEDS IN SPORTS

OELTA CHI

just thinkin*

Winter Park Pharmacy

COLLEGE

FASHIONS

^^th La'wrence

THE M U S I C B O X

GREETINGS . . .

Pug's best match in her golf experience was against Babe Zaharias a t Miami two years ago. She
played Babe even for the first 11
holes and each had a thirty-six on
the first nine. The outcome gave
Babe a 4-3 win over Pug. Pug's
best score was a 76 at home.
Here at Rollins Pug and her
partner won the first flight in the
two lall tournament at Dubsdread
last year and for two consecutive
years, '47 and '48, she has cap-

SAILING CANOE
Fully rigged Old Town, 18
ft. Sponson, excellent condition.
Cost over $400.00 will sacrifice
tor $175.00. Very romantic on
moonlit nights. Very fast in
daytime breezes.
VAUGHAN, Orlando, Ph. 56.56.

Handicraft Studio
211 E. WelbournB Ave.
Bernats & Minerva Yarns
New Argyle Paks—
Argyle Sock Book
Nylon Yarns
ELIZABETH S. BAYLES

51,000
PEOPLE
CAN'T BE WRONG
Bar-B-Ques Prepared for
ROLLINS STUDENTS
Free of Charge

Roper's Grill

Taylor's
store Phone 603
Quality
—
102 N. Park Ave.

Pharmacy
Service

"MEET

ME

AT

THE

TEPEE"

D A N C I N G

Motor Delivery
— Courtesy
Winter Park, Fla.

lEPEE CLUB
947 ORANGE AVENUE

B ar

Park Avenue
Formerly

"ROBBIES"

Winter Park

We offer a limited quantity of surplus portable microscopes
for sale. These are all new, in original cartons and cost
" many times the price for which they are now being offered.
Specifications: Overall height 8 inches, turret with three different powers. Will accept auxiliary eyepiece for higher
powers desired. Fully adjustable on tilttack base. Optical
system: pitch polished lenses.
These portable microscopes are offered subject to prior sale
on the following terms: Price $9.00, includes shipping and
packing charges. Check or money order should be sent with
your order or $2.50 deposit, the microscope to be sent C.O.D.
for balance. Any check received after quantity has been
sold will be returned promptly.

(Just Across from the Campus)
"DEDICATED TO YOUR LISTENING PLEASURE"

FREE

FREE

1 5"x7" ENLARGEMENT

SURPLUS
PORTABLE MICROSCOPES

THE M U S I C BOX

WINTER PARK

PHONE 1102

DANCING
114 Park Ave.

Do you own a record player?

If you do—REGISTER AT THE MUSIC BOX—You
may be the lucky winner of a record or album—given
each week at

with each roll of film developed and

MECHANICAL WORK
FRAME AND FRONT END ALIGNMENT
TOPS — UPHOLSTERING
SEAT COVERS
—
PAINTING

STATE AUTO BODY WORKS
1280 ORANGE AVE.

WINTER PARK

printed during the next month.

WINTER

PARK

PHARMACY
ARGYLE SPORTS

AND
REXALL DRUG

Anklet or
Mitten P a k

STORE

Sweater Yarns
and Angora

COURTESY

CARDINAL PHOTO FINISHERS

GIBSON PAGE COMPANY, Inc.
15 N . P a r r a m o r e A v e .

Dealers in War Surplus
ORLANDO, FLORIDA

Rochester 2, N. Y.

INSTRUCTIONS
Our expert knitting instructors will gladly assist
you with your knitting
problems.

'°"'^S^

